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Abstract

High fidelity large-scale direct numerical simulation of particulate flows is of great value in a variety of industrial

applications. It is computationally intensive as it combines time integration, solving nonlinear algebraic equations, and

the associated linear systems. The finite element discretization of the coupled system of PDEs on an unstructured grid

using an arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian moving mesh technique leads to very large nonlinear systems that are linearized

by a version of Newton’s method. The linear algebraic systems (Jacobians) are sparse, nonsymmetric and indefinite, for

which standard linear system solvers based on Krylov subspace methods generally fail to converge without appropriate

preconditioners. The failure of Krylov methods in production codes is currently being addressed by reducing the size of

the time step. This, however, leads to a very long simulation time, and therefore is not always a viable approach.

In this study, we design a hybrid inner–outer iterative scheme for solving these indefinite systems which proves to be

both efficient, robust and ideally suited for parallel computing platforms even with appropriate large time steps.

Comparisons with Krylov subspace methods show the superiority of our proposed class of nested iterative schemes

which is also scalable with respect to mesh size, and insensitive to changes in properties of the fluid–particles system.

� 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Direct numerical simulation of particulate flows is a computationally challenging task especially on

scalable high performance computing platforms. This problem has been previously studied by many au-

thors, e.g., see [30–33,53]. In [30], Johnson and Tezduyar apply a space–time technique to 3D time-

dependent simulation of multiple (three to five) spheres falling in a liquid-filled tube with a Reynolds

number of the order 100. This strategy has been implemented on a massively parallel computing platform

(CM5), and later in [31] it has been extended to successfully tackle fluid–particle interactions with the

number of particles reaching 100. This has been possible due to their ability to handle problems involving

moving boundaries and interfaces. An automatic mesh moving scheme has been used to handle the motion
of the mesh in response to the motion of the spheres.
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From the numerical point of view, and apart from the space–time formulation, there are two classes of
algorithms for handling such direct simulations. They both use finite elements for spatial discretization, and

are based on a combined weak formulation, in which fluid and particle equations of motion are combined

into a single weak equation of motion from which the hydrodynamic forces and torques on the particles

have been eliminated. The first class of schemes, developed by Glowinski et al. [23], is an Eulerian-type

approach and is based on ‘‘fictitious domains’’ formulation. In such an approach, the whole domain is

covered by a uniform cartesian grid, where the rigid motion of each particle is considered as a constraint

imposed by a Lagrange multiplier. The second class of methods, usually referred to as ‘‘arbitrary

Lagrangian–Eulerian’’, is based on a moving irregular mesh which follows the motion of the fluid
boundary. This approach has been used in particulate flows by Hu [26], Maury [39–42] and Knepley

[34,35,54] among others.

In this study, we propose a class on nested iterative schemes as solvers as well as preconditioners for the

solution of nonsymmetric (indefinite) saddle-point problems arising in the direct numerical simulation. We

provide a theoretical analysis which is validated by numerical experiments, and we show the robustness of

our scheme, and its ‘‘scalability’’ with respect to the mesh parameter.
2. Mathematical formulation of particulate flows

To perform direct numerical simulation of particulate flows, one must simultaneously integrate the

Navier–Stokes equations that govern the motion of the fluid, and the equations of rigid-body motion.

These equations are coupled through the no-slip condition on the particle boundaries, and through the

hydrodynamic forces and torques which appear in the equations of the rigid-body motion, see Figs. 1 and 2.

The equations for fluid flow are the usual Navier–Stokes equations, i.e.,

qf

ouf

ot

�
þ ðuf � rÞuf

�
¼ qf f þr � r in X n P ðtÞ; ð2:1Þ
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Fig. 1. Sedimentation of particles.
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Fig. 2. Fluid–particle coupling.
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r � uf ¼ 0 in X n P ðtÞ; ð2:2Þ

r ¼ �pIþ lfðruf þrTufÞ;
where X denotes the entire computational domain occupied by the fluid, including the interior of the

particles, and PiðtÞ is the portion of the domain occupied by the ith particle, thus XfðtÞ ¼ X n P ðtÞ is the fluid
domain, which is time-dependent, where P ðtÞ ¼

Snp
i¼1 PiðtÞ for np particles. The body-force per unit mass, f,

is assumed to be uniform, and as usual, qf and lf denote the density and the viscosity of the fluid,

respectively, and uf and p are the velocity and the pressure of the fluid.

The motions of the particles, which are assumed to be rigid, are governed by the usual Newton rigid-

body equations of motion. For the ith particle, assuming 2D motion, we have

~mi

~mi
~Ii

24 35 d

dt

Ui;x

Ui;y

xi

24 35 ¼ �f i;x
�f i;y
�ti

264
375; ð2:3Þ

where ~mi and eIi are the mass and the moment of inertia, respectively. Ui is the velocity of the center of mass,

and xi is the angular velocity about the center of mass of the ith particle, respectively, while �f i and �ti are the
hydrodynamic force and the torque about the center of mass Xi of the ith particle. The coupling between

the fluid and the particles is guaranteed through the hydrodynamic forces and torques which appear in the

equations of rigid-body motion (2.3), and which are expressed in terms of the stress tensor r as

�f i ¼ ~mif þ
Z
oPi

½r � ð�nÞ�ds;

�ti ¼
Z
oPi

ðx� XiÞ � ½r � ð�nÞ�ds

and through the no-slip condition on the particle boundaries, see Fig. 2,

uf ¼ Ui þ xi � ðx� XiÞ on oPi: ð2:4Þ
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2.1. Variational formulation

In deriving the weak form of the governing equations, the hydrodynamic forces and torques on the

particles can be completely eliminated by combining the fluid and the particles equations of motion into a

single weak equation of motion for the coupled fluid–particle system. This equation is called the ‘‘combined

equation of motion’’, or the total momentum equation, and a hint about its derivation can be found in [23]

in connection with the distributed Lagrange multiplier approach. The key to deriving the weak form of the

governing equations is to introduce the following combined ‘‘velocity spaces’’ which incorporate the
constraint of rigid-body motion on oPiðtÞ, that is the no-slip condition, i.e.,

U ¼ fðuf ;U;xÞjuf jCe ¼ uef ; uf j oPi ¼ Ui þ xi � ðx� XiÞg � ½H1ðX n P ðtÞÞ�2

and

V ¼ fðv;V; fÞjvjCe ¼ 0; vjoPi ¼ Vi þ fi � ðx� XiÞg � ½H1
0ðX n P ðtÞÞ�

2
;

where U is the space of trial solutions for the velocities of the fluid constrained, and V, is the space of

variations of the velocities of the fluid, and where HmðXfÞ, is the usual Sobolev space of L2ðXfÞ, functions
having derivatives up to order m in L2ðXfÞ, and Hm

0 ðXfÞ, is the set of those functions in HmðXfÞ which are

zero on the boundary oXfðtÞ.
The complete mathematical problem for ½uf ; p;U;x� can be stated as follows: find ðuf ;U;xÞ 2U;

p 2 L2
0ðX n P ðtÞÞ such that, for all ðv;V; fÞ 2V and for all q 2 L2ðX n PðtÞÞ, we haveZ

XnP ðtÞ
qf

ouf

ot

�
þ ðuf � rÞuf

�
� vdXþ

Xnp
i¼1

~mi
dUi

dt

��
� f

��
� Vi þ

Xnp
i¼1

eIi dxi

dt

� �
� fi

¼
Z
XnP ðtÞ

qf f � vdX�
Z
XnPðtÞ

r : rvdXþ
Z
Cn

sn � vds; ð2:5Þ

Z
XnP ðtÞ

qðr � ufÞdX ¼ 0: ð2:6Þ

Spatial coordinates are discretized on a triangular mesh by a finite element formulation using P2=P1 pair
elements. In other words, linear elements are used for the pressure field and quadratic elements for the

velocity field. This extends to both the fluid and particle equations of motion. It should be noted that in

Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), we have used the rate of strain tensor r, even though it is common in the Newtonian

case to simplify the equation through integration by parts and making use of the incompressibility con-

dition, after which we are left with the Laplacian of u. In the particulate flow case, this integration by parts

introduces a boundary integral over the surface of the particles which does not vanish, and thus the full

expression of the tensor must be retained. Moreover, retaining the full expression of the tensor r makes Eq.

(2.5) valid even for non-Newtonian fluids.
The overall algorithm for the system evolution presents three layers of nested iterations. The outer layer

is for the time stepping, the intermediate one is for the Newton iteration, and the inner layer is for the linear

solvers. Conceivably, the tolerance for the linear and nonlinear systems, coupled with the time step, could

be chosen in a way that maximizes the overall performance of the algorithm. It is difficult to address this

issue and there is no theoretical approach for doing so for all three parameters. Another point of interest is

the preconditioning of the linear systems. Any preconditioner for these linear systems must be robust,

effective and insensitive to changes in fluid–particle systems. This paper is concerned with one component of

the algorithm, that is the linear system solvers and the design and analysis of efficient preconditioners that
make the solvers robust throughout the flow, in particular preconditioning the linear systems throughout

the simulation phases, see Fig. 12.
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2.2. Generalized ALE formulation

In simulating the movement of a large number of solid particles in the fluid, the spatial domain occupied

by the fluid will change considerably with time. Therefore a moving finite element mesh is to be used to

discretize the time-dependent fluid domain X n P ðtÞ. To handle the movement of the finite element mesh, an

arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) technique is used. The material derivative becomes, e.g. see

[16,28,39,44]

Duf

Dt
¼ ouf

ot
þ fðuf � umÞ � rg uf ;

where the mesh velocity um in the fluid domain is computed using the Laplace equation

r � ðkðxÞrumÞ ¼ 0 in X n P ðtÞ;

and where the function kðxÞ denotes the area of the elements. This guarantees a smoothly varying mesh

velocity, see [34,39,45].
3. Matrix representation of the particulate flow problem

To establish a structurally symmetric matrix formulation, e.g. see [42] or [34], the first step is to assemble

the matrices corresponding to the decoupled problem, where the no-slip condition (2.4) is not taken into
consideration.

The Jacobian eJ of the decoupled fluid–particle system has the following algebraic form:

ð3:1Þ

in which case, the variable unknowns are ordered as follows:

u

p

U

24 35 u :
p :
U :

fluid velocity at each mode

fluid pressure

particles velocity vector

and where A is the discrete operator for the velocity in Eq. (2.1) (a nonsymmetric matrix), B is the discrete

gradient operator for the pressure in Eq. (2.1), BT is the discrete divergence operator of Eq. (2.2), and Mp

corresponds to the matrix in Eq. (2.3) for np particles. Mp is block-diagonal and its size is 3np for two-

dimensional flow.

Since the approximate solution of the particulate flow problem is to be found in the subspace satisfying

the no-slip condition, the constraints can be described in terms of a projection matrix. To clarify this
further, the velocity unknowns may be divided into two categories, uI for interior velocity unknowns and uC
for velocity unknowns on the surface of the particles. The Jacobian of the decoupled fluid–particle system is

reordered accordingly, and hence the corresponding linear system is expressed as,

:
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The no-slip condition on the surface of the particles expressed by Eq. (2.4) requires that the fluid velocity
at the surface equals the velocity of the surface itself, i.e., the fluid velocity at the node j that lies on the

particle boundary oPi must be equal to the point velocity of the particle i at that node, i.e.,

uj;x
uj;y

� �
1 �rij;y

1 rij;x

� � Ui;x

Ui;y

xi

24 35 ¼ Qi;j

Ui;x

Ui;y

xi

24 35;
and therefore

;

where eQ is the projection matrix enforcing the fluid–particle coupling, and in which Q is the projection

matrix from the space of the surface velocity unknowns onto the particle unknowns.

Finally the Jacobian of the nonlinear coupled fluid–particle system can be written as

J ¼ eQTeJ eQ;

and therefore it takes the form of a ‘‘bordered’’ nonsymmetric ‘‘saddle-point’’ problem

; ð3:2Þ

where the last block-column has a size equal to 3np, and where

�fp ¼ fp þ QTfC:
Remark 3.1. It is also possible to formulate the projection on an element-by-element basis, so that the

constrained linear system (3.2) is constructed explicitly. This results in more matrix fill-in, e.g. see [34].

Remark 3.2. When a bandwidth reduction ordering scheme is used, the ð1; 1Þ block of the Jacobian in (3.2),

i.e., ½AII ;BI ;BT
I ; 0�, takes the form of a narrow banded indefinite matrix, see Fig. 3. For such an ordering, the

Jacobian is denoted bJ and its ð1; 1Þ block is denoted cA. The bandwidth depends on a number of factors

including the dimension of the problem, the number of particles, etc. In the particulate flow experiments, cA
is a narrow banded matrix, giving the appearance of an arrow matrix to the overall system bJ .
Remark 3.3. The Jacobian J can also be permuted and written in the following form:

;

which is also a nonsymmetric (indefinite) saddle-point problem.



Fig. 3. Node ordering.
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3.1. Ordering of the variables

The system matrix in (3.2) is usually node-ordered, since accessing all the unknowns for a given node at

once improves cache performance. It is advantageous to renumber the mesh prior to the matrix formation

in order to reduce the bandwidth, using a numbering scheme such as Reverse Cuthill–McKee. Three dif-
ferent orderings are possible

1. Node ordering

½ðu1; v1; p1Þ; . . . ; ðui; vi; piÞ; . . . ; ðU1; V1;x1Þ; . . . ; ðUnp ; Vnp ;xnpÞ�:

2. Field ordering

½ðu1; v1Þ; . . . ; ðui; viÞ; . . . ; ðp1; p2; . . . ; pjÞ; ðU1; V1;x1Þ; . . . ; ðUnp ; Vnp ;xnpÞ�:

3. Natural ordering

½ðu1; u2; . . . ; uiÞ; ðv1; v2; . . . ; viÞ; ðp1; p2; . . . ; pjÞ; ðU1; V1;x1Þ; . . . ; ðUnp ; Vnp ;xnpÞ�:

Figs. 3–5 represent the structure of the Jacobians according to the three different possible orderings. In
all three orderings, the particle unknowns are placed last.

where

A ¼ AII BI

BT
I 0

� �
2 RðnþmÞ�ðnþmÞ; B ¼ AIC

BT
C

� �
Q 2 RðnþmÞ�3np ; ð3:3Þ



Fig. 4. Field ordering.

Fig. 5. Natural ordering.
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CT ¼ QT ACI BC½ � 2 R3np�ðnþmÞ; D ¼ QTACCQþMp 2 R3np�3np : ð3:4Þ
At any given instant,A may be considered as the Jacobian resulting from the finite element discretization of

the Navier–Stokes equations in a domain in which the domain has holes with known boundary conditions; i.e.,
U is known in (3.2), and where we are only considering finite element nodes in the interior of the fluid. Hence,

from [22] A is nonsingular.

3.2. Properties of the matrices

To design effective solvers and the associated preconditioners for the linear systems, it is important to

understand the properties of the different submatrices.
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The operator A in (3.1), which corresponds to the discrete momentum equation (2.1) for the fluid, is
nonsymmetric. It results after time-discretization and linearization of the convection-diffusion terms

A o

ot
þ ½ � � r � 1

Re
r2

¼ 1

Dt
M þ N þ mK;

where Re is the Reynolds number and m is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The convection matrix N is

skew-symmetric, whereas the mass matrix M and the diffusion matrix K are symmetric and positive definite.

The skew-symmetric part of A, i.e., ðA� ATÞ=2, is independent of the time step Dt and of the Reynolds

number; it depends only on the convection operator N . However, the symmetric part of A, i.e.,

ðAþ ATÞ=2 ¼ M=Dt þ mK, is positive definite, and hence, the operator A is positive stable, i.e., its eigen-

values have positive real parts. B is of full column rank since the pressure p 2 L0
2ðXfÞ. Moreover, the element

P2=P1, used in the finite element discretization, is stable, i.e., it satisfies the so-called Ladyzhenskaya–
Babu~ska–Brezzi (LBB) condition [5,10], thus the ð1; 1Þ block of eJ in (3.1), i.e., ½A;B;BT; 0�, is nonsingular,
and therefore eJ itself is nonsingular.

Theorem 3.1. The matrices A and D in (3.3) and (3.4) are nonsingular, whereas the matrix B is of full column
rank, and the matrix CT is of full row rank.

Generally the symmetric part of A is dominant at the beginning of the simulation. As the problem size

increases and as the simulation progresses in time, the matrixA becomes increasingly indefinite. For a certain
choice of the parameters Dt, Re and the mesh size h, the Frobenius norm of the skew-symmetric part of A
becomes of the same order as the Frobenius norm of the symmetric part. The same observation holds for cA.

As time progresses during the simulation, the structure of cA (and thus of A), its size and its bandwidth

vary and its condition number increases, see Table 1 and Figs. 6–9.

Proposition 3.1. The symmetric part As of AII , i.e., As ¼ ðAII þ AT
IIÞ=2, and the symmetric part of ACC, i.e.,

ðACC þ AT
CCÞ=2, are positive definite.

Proof. Since the symmetric part of A is positive definite, then the proof follows immediately by examining

its ð1; 1Þ and ð2; 2Þ blocks in

1
2
ðAþ ATÞ ¼

1
2
ðAII þ AT

IIÞ 1
2
ðAIC þ AT

CIÞ
1
2
ðACI þ AT

ICÞ 1
2
ðACC þ AT

CCÞ

" #
and using the fact that the diagonal blocks of a positive definite matrix are positive definite, see [24, p. 141,

Corollary 4.2.2] or [2, p. 94, Theorem 3.8]. h
Table 1

Properties of the matrices at two different time instances

Dt ¼ 0:01, Re ¼ 150 Time step 2 Time step 10cA bJ cA bJ
Size 1592 1652 1961 2021

Rank 1592 1652 1961 2021

cond 3.7022e+04 3.7038e+04 7.5995e+08 6.0937e+08

kSymmetric partkF 1.5818e+04 1.5831e+04 1.5883e+04 1.5896e+04

kSkew-symmetrickF 1.6775e)13 0.1587 22.2201 27.5659



Fig. 6. bJ at time instance 2Dt.

Fig. 7. J at time instance 2Dt.
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Corollary 3.1. The nonsymmetric block matrices AII and ACC are positive stable.

Example 3.1. We wish to verify numerically this result so we run a sedimentation problem of 20 circular

particles of diameter 1.0 in a channel of width 12.8 and length 124.0. Some information about the asso-

ciated linear systems are displayed in Table 2, and the eigenvalue distribution of AII is shown in Figs. 10 and

11. We clearly see that all the eigenvalues of AII are on the right half of the complex plane, i.e., they all have

positive real parts, which confirms the previous theoretical result.

Corollary 3.2. Since A 2 RðnþmÞ�ðnþmÞ is nonsingular, and AII 2 Rn�n is positive stable and hence nonsingular,
then BI 2 Rn�m is of full column rank.



Fig. 8. bJ at time instance 10Dt.

Fig. 9. J at time instance 10Dt.

Table 2

Description of a small problem

Time Dt ¼ 0:01, Re ¼ 100:0, Newton iteration 5, 20 particles

1
2
kAII þ AT

IIkF 1
2
kAII � AT

IIkF sizeðAIIÞ size(A) condðAÞ
5Dt 4· 103 13 3994 4733 108
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We should also note that we can categorize the simulation by three stages. The beginning of the sim-
ulation, the middle, and the end of the simulation, see the simulation phases displayed in Fig. 12. Our

experience indicates that it is the middle stage that causes most of the difficulty to the Krylov subspace

methods. Generally, we observe failure of GMRES in this stage with ILUT as a preconditioner. This is
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due to the fact that in this stage, the particulate flow is convection dominated and is fully coupled. This
observation is consistent with characteristics of existing production codes, e.g, see [26,34].

3.3. The constraint projection matrix Q

Due to the simple form of the no-slip condition, each row of Q has at most two nonzeros, and therefore

the entire matrix takes only slightly more than one vector of storage ½Oð2
Pnp

i¼1 ni � 3npÞ�, and can be applied



Fig. 12. Simulation phases.
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in linear time proportional to the number of particles [34]. Assuming that there are ni nodes on a particle i,
then Q is a rectangular matrix with nonoverlapping blocks, i.e.,

;

where each block Qi (associated with the corresponding particle i) is of order 2ni � 3, of full column-rank,

and consists of all the nodes on the ith particle’s surface. Moreover, the projection matrix Q is clearly the
direct (or Kronecker) sum of the Qi’s, i.e., Q ¼ �np

i¼1Qi, and it can be shown that it is also of full column-

rank.
4. Schur complement solution-based technique

In particulate flows, there is a natural partitioning of the given linear systems into two-by-two blocks, see

Eq. (3.2). This partitioning arises when the set of unknowns has been partitioned into two sets, namely the
fluid unknowns, represented by ½uTI ; pT�

T
, and the particles unknowns, represented by U, as in domain

decomposition methods. The matrix has been permuted accordingly so that A and D correspond to the

equations for the fluid and particles unknowns, respectively, whereas B and CT define the coupling between

the two sets. Consequently, it is of importance to examine if the corresponding large linear systems can be

solved more efficiently by utilizing this partitioning.
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Two solution strategies can be adopted depending on the number of particles in the simulation, which
dictate the size of D. When the dimension of D is small compared to that ofA, one approach is to solve the

system

;

where

x ¼ uI
p

� �
2 RðnþmÞ; y ¼ U 2 R3np ; f ¼ fI

g

� �
2 RðnþmÞ

by first solving the Schur complement system S1y ¼ f̂p for y, where

S1 ¼ ½D� CTA�1B� and f̂p ¼ ½�fp � CTA�1f�:
Once y is known, x is recovered by solving the following system:

Ax ¼ f �By:
Algorithm 1. Schur complement algorithm with S1

1: Solve A�x ¼ f.

2: Compute f̂p ¼ �fp � CT�x.
3: Solve S1y ¼ f̂p.

4: Solve Ax ¼ By.

5: Compute x ¼ �x� x.

When we examine one single step of a Krylov subspace method applied to solving

ðD� CTA�1BÞy ¼ f̂p

we see that almost all of the work is required for an operation of the type

�qk ¼ Dyk � CTðA�1ðBykÞÞ
for a given yk. The work here is dominated, in turn, by the need to solve a nonsymmetric and indefinite

linear system of the type

Aw
ð1Þ
k ¼ �wk;

for a given �wk ¼ Byk. To solve this latter system, we apply a preconditioned Krylov subspace method, such

as GMRES [48], thus creating an inner–outer iterative scheme.

It can be shown that D�1 exists, and thus an alternate formulation of the Schur complement S1 is to

solve the following:

:

We first solve the Schur complement for x

½A�BD�1CT�x ¼ ½f �BD�1�fp�;
and once x is obtained, we recover y by solving

Dy ¼ ½�fp � CTx�:
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Algorithm 2. Schur complement algorithm with S2

1: Solve D~y ¼ �fp.
2: Compute ~f ¼ f �B~y.
3: Solve S2x ¼ ~f.
4: Solve Dy ¼ CTx.

5: Compute y ¼ ~y� y.

We turn our attention now to a single step of a Krylov subspace method applied to solving

ðA�BD�1CTÞx ¼ ~f:

Almost all of the work is required for an operation of the type

~qk ¼Axk �BðD�1ðCTxkÞÞ
for a given xk. The work here is dominated, in turn, by the need to solve a nonsymmetric but definite system
of the type

Dw
ð2Þ
k ¼ ~wk

for a given ~wk ¼ CTxk. To solve this latter system, we apply a preconditioned Krylov subspace method,

such as GMRES or GCG [3,4], thus creating again an inner–outer iterative scheme.

In either case, the major task is solving linear systems involving the matrix A which is a pure non-

symmetric saddle-point problem if field ordering is used. In the case of node ordering, A becomes an

indefinite banded matrix, see Figs. 3 and 4. We are concerned with the design and analysis of robust

preconditioners, that lend themselves to efficient parallelism, for the solution of large sparse, nonsymmetric

(indefinite) saddle-point problems.
5. A nested iterative scheme for saddle-point problems

Our solution strategy is to attack the saddle-point problem directly via a preconditioned Krylov sub-

space method, such as GMRES, by using a structured indefinite preconditioner M defined as

M ¼ 1
2
ðAþATÞ ¼ As BI

BT
I 0

� �
; ð5:1Þ

where As is the symmetric part of AII which is positive definite, thus making the preconditioner M non-

singular, and the negative Schur complement ðBT
I A
�1
s BIÞ is symmetric and positive definite. Here we describe

a solver for the proposed indefinite preconditioner.

The application of the preconditioner M in the iteration phase inside the Krylov subspace method re-

quires the solution of linear systems of the form

As BI

BT
I 0

� �
x

y

� �
¼ f

g

� �
ð5:2Þ

which can be reformulated as

Asx ¼ f � By; ð5:3Þ
ðBTA�1s BÞy ¼ BTA�1s f � g; ð5:4Þ

where we have dropped the subscript I , for convenience.Thus the theoretical approach may be described as
follows: first solve (5.4) for y, then solve (5.3) for x. The problem with this approach is that it is a double
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iteration in the sense that we use a conjugate gradient for (5.4) as an outer iterative scheme and use a

preconditioned conjugate gradient iteration to evaluate the action of A�1s , thus creating an inner–outer

iterative type algorithm [8]. This is the approach used in the classical Uzawa scheme [1], and it turns out

that in order to ensure convergence of the outer iteration, it is necessary to solve the inner iteration with

relatively high accuracy [9,18]. However, for large scale applications, such as the numerical simulation of

particulate flow problems, solving linear systems involving As or ðBTA�1s BÞ is not practical, as the action of

A�1s must be computed on many vectors. So the approach we adopt here is to replace the cost of computing

the action of A�1s by the cost of evaluating the action of some other ‘‘more economical’’ symmetric positive
definite operator bA�1 which approximates A�1s in some sense. Thus, the linear system (5.3) is solved via the

iteration

xkþ1 ¼ ðI � bA�1AsÞxk þ bA�1f; ð5:5Þ
where f ¼ f � By and bA is an appropriate symmetric positive definite splitting that assures convergence, i.e.,

a ¼ qðI � bA�1AsÞ < 1, where qðSÞ denotes the spectral radius of S.
Similarly, we replace As by bA in (5.4) and solve the resulting system

ðBTbA�1BÞy ¼ BTbA�1f � g

instead of the original system (5.4), via the iteration

ykþ1 ¼ ½I � bG�1ðBTbA�1BÞ�yk þ bG�1ŝ; ð5:6Þ

where ŝ ¼ BTbA�1f � g and bG�1 is an inexpensive symmetric and positive definite approximation to the

inverse of the inexact Schur complement ðBTbA�1BÞ�1 that assures convergence, i.e., b ¼ q½I �bG�1ðBTbA�1BÞ� < 1.

Similarly, if we define the symmetric preconditioner cM to the system (5.2) as

cM ¼
bA B
BT �bG þ ðBTbA�1BÞ

� �
;

we obtain the following preconditioned Richardson iterative scheme for solving (5.2):

xkþ1
ykþ1

� �
¼ xk

yk

� �
þ

bA B
BT �bG þ BTbA�1B

� ��1
f

g

� ��
� As B

BT 0

� �
xk

yk

� ��
ð5:7Þ

that is convergent if and only if qðI� cM�1MÞ < 1.

Our work is motivated by the study of Bank et al. [6] and Lou [38] on a class of iterative methods for

solving saddle point problems. We extend it in this paper with some additional results and analysis that

relate the proposed iteration to the well-known Uzawa scheme. Our proposed scheme is used here as a
preconditioner to Krylov subspace methods for solving linear systems (5.2).

In what follows, we introduce the proposed nested iterative scheme and analyze its convergence prop-

erties showing that the convergence rate of (5.7) is independent of the mesh size. We will then propose

different approaches for constructing bA�1 and bG�1 that guarantee convergence of the proposed scheme.

5.1. Proposed nested iterative scheme

The matrix M, in (5.1), can be factored as

M ¼ As 0

BT I

� �
A�1s 0
0 �G

� �
As B
0 I

� �
; ð5:8Þ
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where G ¼ ðBTA�1s BÞ. For many practical problems, an important feature of the system (5.8) is that the

matrices A�1s and G�1 can be approximated rather accurately by ‘‘simple’’ matrices bA�1 and bG�1, in the

sense that even though the computational cost of solving linear systems with the coefficient matrices bA andbG is low, the overall behavior of the algorithm lends itself to fast convergence, with only modest increase in

number of iterations.

Therefore, the factorization (5.8) suggests an approximation of M given by

cM ¼
bA 0

BT I

" # bA�1 0

0 �bG
" # bA B

0 I

" #
;

¼
bA B

BT �bG þ ðBTbA�1BÞ
" #

;

ð5:9Þ

where bA�1 and bG�1 are approximations of A�1s and ðBTbA�1BÞ�1, respectively, and are assumed to be

symmetric and positive definite.

Lemma 5.1. The symmetric indefinite preconditioner cM as defined in (5.9) is nonsingular. It has exactly n
positive and m negative eigenvalues.

The nested iterative scheme in solving the saddle-point problem (5.2) with the matrix M starts with the
splitting M ¼ ðcM �NÞ and is given by (5.7), which may be regarded as a preconditioned inexact Uzawa

algorithm with an additional correction step for x, e.g. see [6,56]. The corresponding algorithm is outlined

by the steps displayed in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3. Nested iterative scheme

1: Initialize: x ¼ x0, y ¼ y0.

2: for k ¼ 0; 1; . . ., until convergence do

3: Compute rk ¼ f � ½Asxk þ Byk�.
4: Compute sk ¼ g� BTxk.

5: Solve bAck ¼ rk.

6: Solve bGdk ¼ BTck � sk.

7: Solve bAck ¼ rk � Bdk.

8: Update
xkþ1
ykþ1

� �
¼ xk

yk

� �
þ ck

dk

� �
.

9: end for
Remark 5.1. Step 7 may be rearranged and written as

ck ¼ ck � bA�1Bdk;
where bA�1Bdk is obtained as a by-product of Step 6. This can save the application of bA�1 at the end of every

outer iteration, and thus greatly improves the efficiency of the algorithm.

At each iteration step k of the nested iterative algorithm, five matrix-vector multiplications are required,

namely Asxk, Byk, B
Txk, BTck, and Bdk; and we need to solve three linear systems, two of them involve bA and

the third involves bG.
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5.2. Construction of bA�1 and bG�1 via approximate inverses

There are many ways to construct bA and bG. For example, bA can be taken as the incomplete Cholesky

decomposition of As or other preconditioners of As. In this study, we always consider bA and bG corre-

sponding to several iteration steps of a given iterative scheme for solving systems in Steps 5–7 in the

previous algorithm. For example, suppose A0 is a ‘‘simple’’ preconditioner for As, such that A�10 is an explicit

approximate inverse of As obtained by SPAI [7,25]. If we use the following ‘‘convergent’’ scheme for solving

Asx ¼ f

xkþ1 ¼ ðI � A�10 AsÞxk þ A�10 f;

then by choosing the initial iterate x0 ¼ 0, we have, for example,

x3 ¼ ½ðI � A�10 AsÞ2 þ ðI � A�10 AsÞ þ I �A�10 f:

Now bA�1 may be written asbA�1 ¼ ½ðI � A�10 AsÞ2 þ ðI � A�10 AsÞ þ I �A�10 : ð5:10Þ
It is easy to verify that in this case

qðI � bA�1AsÞ ¼ q3ðI � A�10 AsÞ � 1:
Remark 5.2. One matrix-vector multiplication with bA�1 consists of three matrix-vector multiplications with
A�10 and two matrix-vector multiplications with As. So the acceleration results in more matrix-vector

multiplications, but if A�10 is a diagonal matrix, for example, the additional cost is minimal, and the overall

approach may be more economical than choosing a more accurate approximation of A�1s .

Remark 5.3. Every outer iteration step (5.7) requires the approximate solution of a linear system with the

matrix bG which is an approximation to the inexact Schur complement ðBTbA�1BÞ. The solution of this inner

iteration is obtained by a conjugate gradient method with relaxed accuracy. In our implementation, we takebG to be exactly ðBTbA�1BÞ, thus in every CG iteration, one matrix-vector multiplication with ðBTbA�1BÞ is
required. Since ðBTbA�1BÞ is never formed explicitly, this results in seven matrix-vector multiplications per

CG iteration, because bA�1 is a function of A�10 ¼ SPAIðAs;SÞ as in (5.10), whereS is the sparsity pattern of

As, i.e., A�10 is taken to be a cheap explicit approximate inverse of As. It is sufficient to take

A�10 ¼ SPAIðAs;diagÞ.

5.2.1. Acceleration of the inner iteration

In this section, we present a way to increase the convergence rate of the inner iteration (5.5) and thus

reducing the number of outer iterations. We generalize (5.10) by defining a sequence of matrices bAk such that,bA�1k ¼ ½ðI � sA�10 AsÞk�1 þ � � � þ ðI � sA�10 AsÞ þ I �sA�10 8kP 1; ð5:11Þ
where s 2 Rþ and A0 2 Rn�n is a ‘‘simple’’ preconditioner for As that is assumed to be symmetric and
positive definite and which assures a convergent first-step stationary splitting of As, i.e., qðI � sA�10 AsÞ < 1.

Then the new preconditioner bAk has the following properties.

Theorem 5.1. Let bAk be defined as in (5.11). Then for any kP 1

1. bAk is symmetric and positive definite.

2. qðI � bA�1k AsÞ ¼ qkðI � sA�10 AsÞ.
3. kðbA�1k AsÞ ¼ 1� ½1� skðA�10 AsÞ�k.



Table 3

Description of the set of problems

Time Dt ¼ 0:01, Re ¼ 100:0, Newton iteration 5, 20 particles

1
2
kAII þ AT

IIkF 1
2
kAII � AT

IIkF sizeðAIIÞ sizeðAÞ condðAÞ
5Dt 4· 103 13 3994 4733 108

10Dt 4· 103 8 4336 5213 108

20Dt 4· 103 15 4179 4920 108
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Remark 5.4. In our numerical experiments, we always take s ¼ 1, except when we use A0 ¼ cDiagðAsÞ, then
s ¼ c�1.

Preliminary tests are conducted by simulating the particulate flow problem with 20 particles at different

time instances in the beginning phase of the simulation, and generating linear systems for which the size

ðnþ mÞ is around 5000 with Dt ¼ 0:01 and Re ¼ 100. The metric we use to check for transition of stages is

the degree of skewness measured by the quotient

kAII � AT
IIkF

kAII þ AT
IIkF

;

where k � kF is the Frobenius norm. Some information about this set of problems is presented in Table 3;

and some numerical experiments with A0 ¼ DiagðAsÞ and A0 ¼ SPAIðAs; diagÞ accelerated with three iter-
ations just as in Eq. (5.10) are displayed in Tables 4–6. The numerical results confirm our characterization

of the proposed procedure.
Table 4

Acceleration of inner iteration, problem instance: 5Dt

A0 a0 Outer iterations a ¼ a30 Outer iterations

DiagðAsÞ 0.9988 534 0.9964 207

SPAIðAs; diagÞ 0.8748 36 0.6694 12

Table 5

Acceleration of inner iteration, problem instance: 10Dt

A0 a0 Outer iterations a ¼ a30 Outer iterations

DiagðAsÞ 0.9987 534 0.9961 207

SPAIðAs; diagÞ 0.8842 39 0.6913 13

Table 6

Acceleration of inner iteration, problem instance: 20Dt

A0 a0 Outer iterations a ¼ a30 Outer iterations

DiagðAsÞ 0.9988 534 0.9964 207

SPAIðAs; diagÞ 0.8617 34 0.6398 11
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We now define the modified preconditioner cMk as

cMk ¼
bAk B
BT �bG þ ðBTbA�1k BÞ

� �
; ð5:12Þ

where bAk is as defined in Eq. (5.11) and bG is a preconditioner for G or the inexact Schur complement

Hk ¼ ðBTbA�1k BÞ. It can be shown that for sufficiently large k, the matrix bMk will be spectrally equivalent to

M. In order to show such spectral equivalence, we need only to show that the spectral radius ofeSk ¼ G�ð1=2ÞBTðA�1s � bA�1k ÞAsðA�1s � bA�1k ÞBG�ð1=2Þ 2 Rm�m

is bounded by a constant which is independent of the order of the matrix M.

We have the following result.

Theorem 5.2. Let bMk be as in (5.12), and let c be a constant which is independent of the order of the matrixM.
Then for any integer k satisfying

kP
log c� log jðMÞ
2 log q½I � bA�1k As�

;

we have

qðeSkÞ6 c:

As previously outlined, bA�1 and bG�1 are approximations of A�1s and ðBTbA�1BÞ�1, respectively. They are

assumed to be symmetric and positive definite and are chosen such that

a ¼ q½I � bA�1As� < 1;

b ¼ q½I � bG�1ðBTbA�1BÞ� < 1:

There are many ways to construct bA and bG. In this section, we present different approaches for con-
structing bA, with the understanding that the inner iteration is accelerated as described in Section 5.2.1,

whereas bG�1 is taken to be exactly as close as possible to ðBTbA�1BÞ�1, i.e., b � 0. These approaches fall into

three classes:

1. Direct approximation of A�1s

• Choose bA�1 to be an approximate inverse of As, i.e.,
min
Â�12SðAsÞ

kI � As
bA�1kF:

	 SPAI: SParse Approximate Inverse [7,25,27].

	 FSAI: Factorized Sparse Approximate Inverse [13,36,37].

2. Direct approximation of bA

• Incomplete Cholesky factorization of As. i.e.,
bA ¼ RTR where R ¼ ICðAs;lfil;droptolÞ:
• bA ¼ c� DiagðAsÞ.

3. Implicit generation of variable bA�1k and bG�1k

• Conjugate gradient method.
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5.2.2. Control of a with bA�1 ¼ SPAIðAs; diagÞ
The basic idea of approximate inverse preconditioning is the following: Given a sparsity pattern,

compute an approximate inverse M with this sparsity pattern to a given nonsingular matrix As of order n,
that is a best approximation in some norm.

It turns out, see e.g. [36,37], that the norm based on the traces of the matrix

ðI �MAsÞW ðI �MAsÞT

in other words, the square of a weighted Frobenius norm of the error matrix ðI �MAsÞ, can give efficient

and practical methods for certain choices of the weight matrix W . Often, W is taken to be the identity

matrix, for details see [2, pp. 314–370] or [47, pp. 298–310].
It can be shown that, for M ¼ SPAIðAs; diagÞ, the elements can be calculated directly as

mii ¼
aiiPn
j¼1 a

2
ij
< a�1ii ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n;

where aij is the ði; jÞ-element of As, hence since the approximate inverse M is known explicitly, then each

iteration step requires only one additional matrix-vector multiplication with M .

5.2.3. Decay rate of entries of inverses of symmetric positive definite matrices

Approximate inverse techniques, implicitly, assume that, for a given sparse matrix As, it is possible to

find a sparse matrix M which is a good approximation of A�1s , in some sense. This is not always the case,

since the inverse of a sparse matrix is usually dense. However, Demko et al. [14,15] showed a very important

result which states that if As is a banded symmetric and positive definite matrix, then the entries of A�1s are

bounded in an exponential decaying manner along each row or column [15, p. 493, Proposition 2.3]. More

precisely, there exist 0 < q < 1 and a constant c such that

j½A�1s �ijj6 cqji�jj 8i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n;

where the parameters q and c depend on the bandwidth and on the spectral condition number of As. The

rate of decay, with which the entries of the inverse decrease as their distance to the main diagonal increases,

plays an important role is evaluating the accuracy of the explicit approximate inverse preconditioner and in

deciding which bandwidth to use. It has been estimated by many authors and using different techniques, e.g.

see [14,15,21,55]. Axelsson, in [2, pp. 356–370], presents two techniques, namely the Chebyshev theory of

best approximation where it is shown that the entries of A�1s decay away from the main diagonal as a
function of q ¼ ð1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a=b

p
Þ=ð1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a=b

p
Þ, where b=a is the spectral condition number of As; and the other

technique is purely algebraic and is based on certain Schur complement matrices, along the lines of

Vassilevski in [55].

Our numerical experiments show that it is sufficient to take the sparsity pattern to be just the diagonal,

i.e., SPAI-0 [11,12]. For details concerning the SPAI algorithm see, e.g., [7,25,27]. Some numerical

experiments with SPAI-0 are presented in Table 7 below compared to results with the Incomplete Cholesky

factorization of As.

5.2.4. Control of a with bA ¼ cDiagðAsÞ
It can easily be shown that in this case

copt ¼
lmax þ lmin

2
;

aopt ¼
lmax � lmin

lmax þ lmin

< 1;



Table 7

Results with SPAIðAs;diagÞ vs. IC(As; 15; 1:0e)3)

Problem

instance

GMRES(20)

SPAIðAs;diagÞ ICðAs; 15; 1:0e� 3Þ

a0 a ¼ a30 Inner Outer a Inner Outer

5Dt 0.8748 0.6694 12 1 0.4912 8 1

10Dt 0.8842 0.6913 11 1 0.5217 8 1

20Dt 0.8617 0.6398 12 1 0.5021 8 1
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where lmin and lmax are the minimum and the maximum eigenvalue of D�1As, respectively, where

D ¼ DiagðAsÞ. However, a poor estimate of copt can be really costly, see Tables 8–10.

5.2.5. Implicit generation of variable bA�1k and bG�1k

In Steps 5 and 7, we are solving linear systems of the form

Asck ¼ rk;

by the conjugate gradient method. Thus each iteration j of the CG method gives an approximate solution

ck;j whose residual ~rk;j is

~rk;j ¼ rk � Asck;j;

¼ rk � As½bA�1k rk� ¼ ðI � As
bA�1k Þrk:
Table 8

Control of a with bA ¼ cDiagðAsÞ: problem instance at 5Dt with GMRES(20)

c a0 Iterations Relres a ¼ a30 Iterations Relres Outer

1.0 0.9988 534 9.9721e)7 0.9964 207 9.8716e)7 1

2.0 0.8332 36 9.9042e)7 0.5784 12 8.1168e)7 1

1.1862 0.7188 22 8.4353e)7 0.3714 9 3.2224e)7 1

Table 9

Control of a with bA ¼ cDiagðAsÞ: problem instance at 10Dt with GMRES(20)

c a0 Iterations Relres a ¼ a30 Iterations Relres Outer

1.0 0.9988 534 9.9721e)7 0.9964 207 9.8716e)7 1

2.0 0.8332 36 9.9042e)7 0.5784 12 8.1168e)7 1

1.1864 0.7186 22 8.4353e)7 0.3711 9 3.2224e)7 1

Table 10

Control of a with bA ¼ cDiagðAsÞ: problem instance at 20Dt with GMRES(20)

c a0 Iterations Relres a ¼ a30 Iterations Relres Outer

1.0 0.9988 534 9.9721e)7 0.9964 207 9.8716e)7 1

2.0 0.8332 36 9.9042e)7 0.5784 12 8.1168e)7 1

1.1868 0.7177 21 8.4353e)7 0.3697 8 3.2224e)7 1
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Therefore

kI � As
bA�1k k2 P

k~rk;jk2
krkk2

:

But in general, 9bc < 1: a constant near unity such that [52, p. 194]

kI � As
bA�1k k2 � bc k~rk;jk2krkk2

:

Table 12

Implicit generation of bA�1k of problem instance: t ¼ 5Dt, tol_in¼ tol5;7

tol6 tol5;7

10�3 10�2 10�1

Iterations Relres Iterations Relres Iterations Relres

10�6 3 1.2820e)9 4 1.2526e)8 7 3.7157e)7
10�5 3 1.2856e)9 4 1.2691e)8 7 3.6331e)7
10�4 3 1.4274e)9 4 1.1999e)8 7 4.6876e)7
10�3 3 4.2395e)9 4 2.6421e)8 7 4.5744e)7
10�2 3 1.3322e)7 4 7.1273e)8 7 5.5052e)7
10�1 3 2.5626e)7 6 4.2839e)8 10 2.2043e)7

Table 11

Implicit generation of bA�1k of problem instance: t ¼ 5Dt, tol_in¼ tol5;7

tol6 tol5;7

10�6 10�5 10�4

Iterations Relres Iterations Relres Iterations Relres

10�6 1 9.4521e)7 2 7.7371e)11 2 1.1770e)8
10�5 1 9.4523e)7 2 7.7886e)11 2 1.1941e)8
10�4 1 9.4609e)7 2 8.9531e)11 2 1.1759e)8
10�3 1 9.4591e)7 2 4.2679e)10 2 1.2978e)8
10�2 1 9.4544e)7 2 4.0941e)9 2 5.9888e)8
10�1 1 9.4969e)7 2 4.5042e)8 2 5.2251e)7

Table 13

Implicit generation of bA�1k of problem instance: t ¼ 10Dt, tol_in¼ tol5;7

tol6 tol5;7

10�6 10�5 10�4

Iterations Relres Iterations Relres Iterations Relres

10�6 1 9.9330e)7 2 8.0440e)11 2 1.0934e)8
10�5 1 9.9319e)7 2 7.9021e)11 2 1.0847e)8
10�4 1 9.9472e)7 2 8.7822e)11 2 1.0552e)8
10�3 1 9.5460e)7 2 4.1442e)10 2 1.1796e)8
10�2 1 9.5910e)7 2 3.7087e)9 2 5.2177e)8
10�1 1 9.9823e)7 2 4.1540e)8 2 4.7704e)7
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Thus for bc close to 1 and kI � As
bA�1k k2 at the level of 10�1, then a sufficient condition is to choose

k~rk;jk2
krkk2

close to 10�2 or less, see Tables 11–17. The corresponding steps for the implicit generation of bA�1k andbG�1k are displayed in Algorithm 4 below.
Table 14

Implicit generation of bA�1k of problem instance: t ¼ 10Dt, tol_in¼ tol5;7

tol6 tol5;7

10�3 10�2 10�1

Iterations Relres Iterations Relres Iterations Relres

10�6 3 1.4669e)9 4 1.3229e)8 7 2.7455e)7
10�5 3 1.4197e)9 4 1.3089e)8 7 2.6582e)7
10�4 3 1.4718e)9 4 1.5148e)8 7 2.3967e)7
10�3 3 3.2157e)9 4 1.4900e)8 7 2.8367e)7
10�2 3 2.4613e)7 4 3.4636e)8 7 6.7363e)7
10�1 3 4.9618e)7 6 2.9936e)8 9 2.5668e)7

Table 15

Implicit generation of bA�1k of problem instance: t ¼ 20Dt, tol_in¼ tol5;7

tol6 tol5;7

10�6 10�5 10�4

Iterations Relres Iterations Relres Iterations Relres

10�6 1 5.7582e)8 2 7.4587e)11 2 6.5537e)9
10�5 1 9.7058e)7 2 7.4636e)11 2 6.5536e)9
10�4 1 9.7058e)7 2 8.1022e)11 2 6.5594e)9
10�3 1 9.7058e)7 2 3.0449e)10 2 7.0039e)9
10�2 1 9.7063e)7 2 3.2040e)9 2 2.6248e)8
10�1 1 9.7601e)7 2 3.2240e)8 2 2.4935e)7

Table 16

Implicit generation of bA�1k of problem instance: t ¼ 20Dt, tol_in¼ tol5;7

tol6 tol5;7

10�3 10�2 10�1

Iterations Relres Iterations Relres Iterations Relres

10�6 3 1.2996e)9 4 1.4373e)8 7 3.7406e)7
10�5 3 1.2980e)9 4 1.4358e)8 7 3.3955e)7
10�4 3 1.3682e)9 4 1.4340e)8 7 3.6127e)7
10�3 3 4.3802e)9 4 1.5765e)8 7 3.3494e)7
10�2 3 2.2341e)7 4 8.0268e)8 7 4.2389e)7
10�1 3 4.7195e)7 6 3.2415e)8 9 2.8952e)7



Table 17

Implicit generation of bA�1k of problem instance: t ¼ 20Dt, tol_in¼ tol5;7

tol6 tol5;7

0.15 0.20 0.25

Iterations Relres Iterations Relres Iterations Relres

10�6 10 4.9807e)7 25 7.6410e)7 · –

10�5 10 6.9550e)7 25 7.3918e)7 · –

10�4 10 9.1402e)7 25 6.5582e)7 · –

10�3 11 6.7730e)7 25 7.5466e)7 · –

10�2 11 8.7299e)7 27 9.3591e)7 · –

10�1 14 4.5814e)7 27 7.8219e)7 · –
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5.2.6. Conjugate gradient method as inner iteration

In Step 6 of Algorithm 3, we are trying to determine an approximate solution d̂ of a linear system with bG
by the conjugate gradient method where we replace bG by ðBTbA�1BÞ. Thus, by necessity, the approximation

of the action of ðBTbA�1BÞ�1 on ðBTck � skÞ varies in each iteration. The following theorem gives an

explanation as to why there is no need to solve the inner system (Step 6) accurately, i.e., at each CG

iteration j, there is bGj such that bGjd̂ ¼ ðBTbA�1BÞd, where d is close to d̂ in the ðBTbA�1BÞ-norm defined by

kyk2
ðBTbA�1BÞ ¼ hy; ðBTbA�1BÞyi 8y 2 Rm;

where h�; �i is the usual Euclidian inner-product.

Algorithm 4. Implicit nested iterative scheme
1: Initialize: x ¼ x0, y ¼ y0.

2: for k ¼ 0; 1; . . ., until convergence do

3: Compute rk ¼ f � ½Asxk þ Byk�.
4: Compute sk ¼ g� BTxk.

8: Update
xkþ1
ykþ1

� �
¼ xk

yk

� �
þ ck

dk

� �
.

9: end for
Theorem 5.3 (Bank, Welfert and Yserentant [6]). Let ðBTbA�1BÞ be a symmetric and positive definite m� m
matrix, and let d, d̂ 2 Rm satisfy

kd� d̂k
ðBTbA�1BÞ6 bkdk

ðBTbA�1BÞ
with 06 b < 1. Then there exists a symmetric positive definite matrix bG with

bGd̂ ¼ ðBTbA�1BÞd
and

kI � bG�ð1=2ÞðBTbA�1BÞbG�ð1=2Þk2 6 b:



Table 18

Conjugate gradient method as inner iteration (problem instance: t ¼ 20Dt)

tol_CG Outer iterations k~rkk2=k~r0k2 kdwkk2=kbk2
1.0e)6 12 8.4· 10�7 10�4

1.0e)5 12 8.4· 10�7 10�4

1.0e)4 12 8.4· 10�7 10�4

1.0e)3 12 8.4· 10�7 10�4

1.0e)2 12 8.4· 10�7 10�4

1.0e)1 8 4.7· 10�7 10�3
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We wish to explore the accuracy requirement for the CG iteration in Step 6 of the nested iterative
algorithm. A set of numerical experiments, with a relative residual stopping criterion of 10�6, yields the

results displayed in Table 18, where b ¼ ½ fT gT �T, wk ¼ ½ xT
k yTk �

T
, dwk ¼ w
 � wk, where w
 is the exact

solution, and ~rk ¼ ½ rTk sTk �
T
. The parameter ‘‘tol_CG’’ in the first column of Table 18 is the stopping

criterion for the relative residual in the CG method used in Step 6 of Algorithm 3.

It is clear that when tol CG ¼ 10�2, k~rkk2=k~r0k2 is just as satisfactory had we chosen a much smaller

tolerance. As a result, we fix the parameter ‘‘tol_CG’’ to 1.0e)2. These results confirm Theorem 5.3, and

the analysis presented in Section 5.2.5.

5.3. Convergence analysis of the nested iterative scheme

In this section, we study the convergence of the proposed nested iterative scheme. It is reasonable to

believe that the convergence speed of the proposed scheme depends on how well the matrices bA�1 and bG�1
approximate A�1s and ðBTbA�1BÞ�1, respectively. However, it is not clear how the convergence speed of the

scheme depends on the relationship among the matrices As, B, and G.

Lemma 5.2. The iteration matrix K ¼ ðI� cM�1MÞ ¼ cM�1ðcM �MÞ of the scheme (5.7) can be factored
as follows:

K ¼
bA B

BT �bG þ ðBTbA�1BÞ
" #�1 bA � As 0

0 �bG þ ðBTbA�1BÞ
" #

;

¼
bA�ð1=2Þ 0

0 bG�ð1=2Þ
" #

I � BB
T

B

B
T �I

" #
ðI � �AÞbA1=2 0

0 �ðI � GÞbG1=2

" #
;

where

�A ¼ bA�ð1=2ÞAs
bA�ð1=2Þ 2 Rn�n;

B ¼ bA�ð1=2ÞBbG�ð1=2Þ 2 Rn�m;

G ¼ bG�ð1=2ÞðBTbA�1BÞbG�ð1=2Þ ¼ B
T
B 2 Rm�m:

Remark 5.5. The iteration matrix K is the product of a block-diagonal matrix by a symmetric matrix by a

block-diagonal matrix.

Theorem 5.4. Let a and b be the rates of convergence of the inner iterations (5.5) and (5.6), respectively,
defined as
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a ¼ q½I � bA�1As�;
b ¼ q½I � bG�1ðBTbA�1BÞ�;

then, in general, the iterative scheme (5.7) is monotonically convergent if

maxfa; bg <
ffiffiffi
5
p
� 1

2
� 0:6180:

Moreover, if b � 0, then a sufficient condition for convergence is a < 1, and conversely, if a � 0, then it

suffices to have b < 1 to guarantee convergence.

Without getting into further details, the main results can be summarized as follows:

• If a ¼ 0 then qðKÞ ¼ b.
• If b ¼ 0 then qðKÞ6 a, and all eigenvalues kðKÞ are real.

• If b ¼ 0 and bA�1 is s.p.d. then 0 < kðKÞ6 a.
• Otherwise any eigenvalue kðKÞ is complex, and with the appropriate a–b relationship, qðKÞ < 1.

Remark 5.6. All the theoretical results presented so far extend naturally to the stabilized symmetric saddle-

point problem where the linear system M has the form

M ¼ As B
BT �C

� �
and where C 2 Rm�m is assumed to be symmetric and positive semi-definite, just as in the case of stabilized

Stokes problems [29].

Theorem 5.4 shows that when b ¼ 0, the scheme (5.7) is convergent when

qðKÞ6 a < 1;

i.e., in this case, a controls the rate of convergence of the outer iteration.

We wish to verify this theoretical result, so we consider the generalized Stokes problem for a 2D ‘‘leaky

cavity’’ where the domain is discretized by using the ‘‘stabilized finite element Q1=P0’’, where a unit tan-

gential velocity is prescribed at the top of the square and 0 elsewhere. The unit square is triangulated using a

uniform stretched mesh of 16 elements in both directions, yielding the following symmetric stabilized
saddle-point problem [17,19,20,50,51]

Km B
BT �C

� �
u

p

� �
¼ f

g

� �
;

where Km ¼ mK 2 Rn�n, n ¼ 544, corresponds to the discrete Laplacian and is symmetric and positive def-

inite, B 2 Rn�m is of full column rank, and C 2 Rm�m, m ¼ 255, is symmetric and positive semi-definite, with

kCk2=kKmk2 � 0:75� 10�3. We take bG to be exactly ½C þ ðBTbA�1BÞ�, i.e., b � 0, whereas the preconditionerbA�1 is taken to be a direct approximation of K�1m , i.e., bA�1 ¼ FSAIðKm;SÞ [13,36,37], and the constant a is
estimated by performing a few iterations of the power method [24, pp. 330–332] on ðI � bA�1KmÞ before the
outer iteration is initiated, and for the purpose of comparison, we experiment with the incomplete Cholesky

factorization.

Table 19 depicts the values of a that result from the different methods for computing bA�1, whereas Figs.
13–15 display the convergence history of the relative residual of the outer iteration. We see that the total

number of outer iterations is reduced as a gets smaller and that for a > 1 the proposed nested iterative

scheme diverges. These results show that the overall rate of convergence is effectively controlled by the rate
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of convergence a of the inner iteration when b � 0. To further analyze this case of b � 0, it can be shown
that the error propagation matrix K is similar to

;

where W
X
0

� �
Y T is the singular value decomposition of bA�ð1=2ÞBbG�ð1=2Þ.

It is clear that as b! 0, ðI � GÞ ! 0 and X! I . Thus, let

W TðI � �AÞW ¼
�A11

�A12

�AT
12

�A22

" #
;

where �A11 2 Rm�m and �A22 2 Rðn�mÞ�ðn�mÞ. Therefore, the error propagation matrix K, in the limiting case

b! 0, is then similar to
Table 19

Values of a for the stabilized Stokes problem

a ¼ q½I � bA�1Km�bA�1 a

FSAI½Km;diag� 1.4

FSAI½Km;SðKmÞ� 0.8626

FSAI½Km;SðK2
m Þ� 0.7517

IC½Km; 10
�2� 0.2646
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Fig. 13. Convergence history of the outer iteration with A0 ¼ DiagðAsÞ.
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0 0 0
�AT
12

�A22 0
�A11

�A12 0

24 35:
Thus, for this limiting case, it is easy to prove that Kk, kP 2, is similar to [6]

0 0 0
�Aðk�1Þ22

�AT
12

�Ak
22 0

�A12
�Aðk�2Þ22

�AT
12

�A12
�Aðk�1Þ22 0

264
375
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and the rate of convergence is obviously dictated by the spectrum of �A22, which, by the interlace theorem

[24, p. 396], satisfies k�A22k2 6 a.
6. Comparison with Krylov space linear system solvers

The most time-consuming part is solving linear systems involving the saddle-point matrix A for which

the ð1; 1Þ-block has its symmetric part positive definite. In this second solution methodology, we attack the
saddle-point system via a preconditioned Krylov subspace method such as GMRES, by using precondi-

tioners that are designed to take advantage of the block nature of the system. Two preconditioners are of

interest

M1 ¼
A 0

0 BTA�1B

� �
; M2 ¼

As B
BT 0

� �
:

In GMRES, operations of the form w ¼M�1v are solved by GMRES without preconditioning. In the

block-diagonal preconditioning, the preconditioned matrix P1 ¼M�1
1 A has at most four distinct eigen-

values [43]

0; 1;
1�

ffiffiffi
5
p

2
;
1þ

ffiffiffi
5
p

2
:

Thus, it directly follows that for any vector r, the Krylov subspace

KmðP1; rÞ ¼ fPl
1rg

m�1
l¼0

is of dimension at most 3 if P1 is nonsingular (or 4 if P1 is singular). Thus, any Krylov subspace iterative

method with an optimality property, such as GMRES, will terminate in at most three iterations in exact

arithmetic. For the indefinite preconditioner M2, more favorable distribution of the eigenvalues of the left-

preconditioned linear system P2 ¼M�1
2 A, is expected. Since solving with the Schur complement ðBTA�1BÞ

is too expensive, the block-diagonal preconditioner M1 is approximated by
fMD ¼
~A 0

0 eG
� �
for which, some typical choices are

fM1 ¼
eA ¼ diagðAÞ;eG ¼ BTB;

� fM2 ¼
~A ¼ diagðAÞ;eG ¼ BTðdiagðAÞÞ�1B;

�

fM3 ¼
~A ¼ A;eG ¼ BTB;

� fM4 ¼
~A ¼ A;eG ¼ BTðdiagðAÞÞ�1B;

�

fM5 ¼
~A ¼ I ;eG ¼ BTB;

� fM6 ¼
~A ¼ I ;eG ¼ BTðdiagðAÞÞ�1B;

�
For the sake of completeness, we have added another symmetric indefinite preconditioner considered by

Perugia and Simoncini in [46] for the solution of the stabilized symmetric saddle point problem that arises

in mixed finite element approximations of magnetostatic problems



Table 20

Performance of GMRES(20) with the different preconditioners, � � failure

Time

instance

Dt ¼ 0:01, Re ¼ 100:0, Newton iteration 5

Inner–outer

iterations

Block-diagonal Indefinite

fM1
fM2

fM3
fM4

fM5
fM6 M2 M3

5Dt
nA ¼ 4733

Inner iterations · 10 19 6 · · 7 14

Outer iterations · 8 15 2 · · 1 11

10Dt
nA ¼ 5213

Inner iterations · 14 22 8 · · 15 20

Outer iterations · 8 15 2 · · 1 12

20Dt
nA ¼ 4920

Inner iterations · 12 21 7 · · 10 16

Outer iterations · 8 16 2 · · 1 11
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M3 ¼
I B
BT 0

� �
:

To evaluate the performance of the different preconditioners used in conjunction with GMRES,

numerical experiments have been performed on the set of problems displayed in Table 3. The results

presented in Table 20 show that some preconditioners fM1;5;6 fail. Others, fM2;3;4 and M3 require more than

one outer iteration, whereas M2 seems to be the most effective competitor to our nested iterative scheme.

In addition to the uncertainty in choosing the appropriate preconditioners, Krylov subspace methods are

eight times slower than the nested iterative method when they succeed.
6.1. Robustness and ‘‘scalability’’ of the nested iterative scheme

Here, we would like to explore the robustness of the nested iterative scheme, so we allowed the fluid–

particles system to change by simulating different numbers of particles ranging from 20 to 240. We then

applied the nested iterative scheme to linear systems of varying sizes, and we reported the number or

iterations required to satisfy a relative residual 6 10�6 of the outer iteration. The results are compared

against the general-purpose algebraic recursive mutlilevel solver (ARMS) developed by Saad [49] using

two levels. When ARMS(2) fails, we try up to five levels, without success. The results displayed in Tables 21
and 23 show the robustness of our nested iterative scheme and its insensitiveness to changes in fluid–

particles system, and in time instances. We should mention, however, that ARMS requires tuning and

understanding of many parameters, and hence adapting ARMS to a particular problem, and making it

succeed, requires special care. We used the following parameters (Table 22, in the notation of ARMS in

[49]).

Even though, the nested iterative scheme appears to scale well, we wanted to examine its behavior for

the same number of particles and at the same time instance, but with different problem sizes. So we

simulated the particulate flow problem with a fixed number of particles and tested the nested iterative
scheme at the same time instance, but with different problem sizes. The results displayed in Table 24 are

for np ¼ 20 and t ¼ 70Dt. We observe that the number of inner iterations stays ‘‘roughly’’ constant,

whereas there is a very modest increase in the number of outer iterations. These remarkable results show

the ‘‘scalability’’ of the proposed scheme with respect to the mesh size, and confirms the theoretical

analysis.



Table 21

Robustness of the nested iterative scheme (bG ¼ ðBTbA�1BÞ ) b � 0 : CG method with k~rkk2=k~r0k2 6 10�3)

t np ðnþ mÞ bA a ¼ a30 GMRESðkÞ
Inner Outer k ARMS

5Dt 20 2027 2 DiagðAsÞ 0.6694 12 1 20 8

10Dt 20 5190 2 DiagðAsÞ 0.6691 12 1 20 8

15Dt 20 6266 coptDiagðAsÞ 0.6697 12 1 20 9

20Dt 20 8777 SPAIðAs; diagÞ 0.6913 13 1 20 10

50Dt 240 29,816 ICðAs; 15; 10
�3Þ 0.5198 8 2 20 11

50Dt 240 65,471 ICðAs; 15; 10
�3Þ 10�4 2 2 20 14

70Dt 240 80,945 ICðAs; 15; 10
�3Þ 10�4 2 2 50 y

100Dt 240 95,749 ICðAs; 15; 10
�4Þ 0.6514 10 2 50 y

SPAIðAs; diagÞ 0.7216 14 3 50 y
200Dt 240 111,326 ICðAs; 15; 10

�4Þ 0.6911 12 3 50 y
SPAIðAs; diagÞ 0.7502 15 4 50 y

Table 22

Parameters for ARMS

bsize nlev fillI filllast fillILUT droptolI droptollast

500–1000 2–5 60 50 50 0.0001 0.001

Table 24

‘‘Scalability’’ of nested iterative scheme (np ¼ 20, t ¼ 70Dt, bA�1 ¼ SPAIðAs;diagÞ)
ðnþ mÞ a ¼ a30 GMRESðkÞ

Inner Outer k

3872 0.6782 12 1 20

6157 0.6973 12 1 20

10,217 0.7012 13 2 20

31,786 0.7314 14 2 20

56,739 0.7196 14 3 20

81,206 0.7512 15 3 40

105,213 0.7419 15 3 40

Table 23

Comparison with ILUT

Size(A) GMRESðkÞ
Nested scheme ILUT(p,s)

bA k Inner Outer p s Iterations k

2027 2 DiagðAsÞ 20 12 1 15 0.001 259 20

5190 2 DiagðAsÞ 20 12 1 15 0.001 267 20

6266 coptDiagðAsÞ 20 12 1 15 0.001 258 20

29,816 ICðAs; 15; 10
�3Þ 20 8 2 15 0.0001 89 20

65,471 ICðAs; 15; 10
�3Þ 20 2 2 15 0.0001 42 20

80,945 ICðAs; 15; 10
�3Þ 50 2 2 15 0.0001 – 100

95,749 SPAIðAs;diagÞ 50 14 3 15 0.0001 – 100

111,326 SPAIðAs;diagÞ 50 15 4 15 0.0001 – 100
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7. Conclusion

We have presented a ‘‘nested iterative scheme’’ for saddle-point problems, which can be used as an

effective solver for the symmetric case, and an effective preconditioner for the nonsymmetric case. This

scheme can be regarded as a preconditioned inexact Uzawa algorithm with an additional correction step.

We applied the proposed ‘‘nested iterative scheme’’ to solving those nonsymmetric (indefinite) saddle-point

problems that arise from the mixed finite element discretization of particulate flows.

We proposed different techniques for constructing bA and bG, and showed that it is sufficient to havebA�1 ¼ SPAIðAs; diagÞ, accelerated with three iterations, to guarantee convergence. Moreover, bG is taken to

be exactly ðBTbA�1BÞ, solved via the conjugate gradient method with a relaxed stopping criterion and

without preconditioning.

We compared this scheme with Krylov subspace methods, namely GMRES with structured precondi-

tioners (block-diagonal and indefinite) and GMRES with ARMS and ILUT.

Our algorithm proves to be robust, ‘‘scalable’’, and insensitive to changes in fluid–particles system, not

only in the first and last phases of the simulation, but it is also robust in the second phase of the simulation

where Krylov subspace methods, with classical preconditioners such as ILUT or the more recent ARMS,
generally fail. Moreover, all basic operations of our proposed class of nested iterative schemes are amenable

to efficient implementation on parallel machines.
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